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This partial portfolio BY THE FIRE OF SATIRE was purchased in the Soviet 
Union in 1965. The genre of satirical posters, an important tool of the Soviet 
government, ridiculed corruption, waste, inefficiency, and abuse attempting to 
shame individuals into improvement. Agriculture, considered the most wasteful 
branch of the Soviet economy and the Achilles heel of the former Soviet Union, 
was the topic for many of the posters in this portfolio. The government-enforced 
collectivization of agriculture launched in 1929 provided few incentives for 
the Soviet peasantry and eventually impoverished the countryside. By 1970 
the Soviet Union had to import grain from the United States and Canada to feed the 
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“Loafers, thieves, crooks, speculators, and bureaucrats are the last remnants of the alien 
ideology and morality. We need to fight them mercilessly, using all power of public opinion 
and all might of Soviet laws.”

from the June resolution of the Soviet Union Communist Party Central Committee Plenum



V. BRISKIN
[COMMUNIST] PARTY-STATE CONTROL

State audit bureaus actively work to eradicate people who steal state property, who ignore the 
complaints of the common people about the bureaucracy, and who try to silence the criticism—vices 
rampant in the Soviet Union.

• A bureaucrat, squeezed in the red fist of the party-state audit bureau, grabs for a pile of cash or BRIBE.

• In the group below one person grabs the bureaucrat and carries a SAFE on his back.

• Another holds a REPORT and blows out numbers from nowhere or doctored official statistics. 

• The man with a fountain-pen holds a sheet of paper with the word SLANDER (symbolizing slanderous petitions to various 
 state offices). 

• At the bottom of the pile are a drunkard with a MOONSHINE bottle in his basket, a man with a SILENCING CRITICISM lock, and a
 bureaucrat with a leather case containing COMPLAINTS OF LABORING PEOPLE—complaints about living conditions and corruption.

• In the middle a corrupt food store salesman holds a set of scales. No words are necessary. There were no privately owned stores in
 the Soviet Union and food store salespeople were notorious for their corruption. By tinkering with the scales when weighing food,
 salespeople could accumulate and sell extra food on the black market. 

G.VAL’K
NO TITLE

A bureaucrat at a machine-tool factory holds a sheet of paper REPORT ON MANUFACTURED SHOVELS 
AND HOES. The lady-corn says to him poetically in verse form:

The rich crops will come, my dear one,
Not when you do your shoveling and hoeing,
But when new machinery gets going



B. FRIDKIN
NO TITLE

The poster targets lazy peasants and encourages them to work harder for the state. The verse at the 
bottom reads:

The time has come, 
All people in the fields,
They’re working hard, they mow and harvest,
Unlike this lazy bum,
Who surely will come
To rip the fruits of other people’s labor.

KUKRYNIKS BROTHERS [the top Soviet satirical poster painters in the 1940s-1960s]

NO TITLE

THE ONE WHO IS GROWN THROUGH
The verse at the bottom:

The sooner you drive the lazy one out of the board, 
The sooner you will fertilize the fields.

A lazy collective farm worker lies on the clock with an open sack FOR WORK DAYS (units of payment on collective 
farms). From 1930 to 1966 Russian peasants were not paid with money, but with workdays or points arbitrarily 
assigned by the chair of the collective farm to each adult peasant. At the end of the month the points were 
converted into a small amount of produce as in-kind payment for labor. The Russian peasants worked the land, 
but the land belonged to a local collective—private ownership was forbidden and illegal. The local farm collec-
tives were required by the Soviet government to contribute a percentage of farm’s produce to the state. For these 
reasons the peasants were not motivated to work.

The man, a member of a collective farm administration board, lies on sacks of mineral fertilizer that 
he fails to deliver to the fields. Collective farm administrators frequently neglected the fields by not 
fertilizing them in time.



M. ABRAMOV
NO TITLE

The fist holding the magnifying glass focuses on bureaucrats who sabotage productive labor through 
BACKWARDNESS and DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS.
The verse reads:

Community plays a crucial role,
This role is people’s control.

  -Sergei Mikhalkov  
  [one of the top Soviet poets]

V. KONOVALOV
NO TITLE

The verse reads:

Two persons pour harvested grain into the PLAN HAS BEEN FULFILLED delivery truck with a COLLECTIVE 
FARM ‘DAWN’ flag attached to the cab. The hard-working peasant (left) is depicted with a large sack of 
grain (WORKING BRIGADE NO.6). The lazy one (right) harvested a small bag of grain (WORKING BRIGADE 
NO. 3).

Not one, not two, but plenty, 
The ones who feed on labor of the others:
Collective farms still harbor lazy bums.

  -S. Shvetsov



M. ABRAMOV
NO TITLE

The verse in the top left-hand corner reads:

As soon as he was elevated,
His mind has died and ego escalated. 

  -Sergei Mikhalkov  
  [one of the top Soviet poets in the 1950s-1960s]

M. ABRAMOV
NO TITLE

The verse reads:

By using all electricity available, a bureaucrat-hypocrite draws attention to his poster ECONOMIZE 
ELECTRICITY.

Don’t ever think to save this way,
With these lights on,
You’ll “burn” yourself away!

  -I. Gorin

The character leans on the words I AM IRREPLACEABLE.

This poster is directed at arrogant bureaucrats who, after being promoted to higher positions, begin 
to look down upon people.



V. BRISKIN
NO TITLE

The verse reads:

Every family has a black sheep,
Like this loafer and drone.
He got used to live at people’s expense.
Do you have the same one amidst you by chance?

  -A. Zharov

V. KONOVALOV
NO TITLE

The verse reads:

This healthy fatty pig is taken good care.
Where is the keeper who will make the rest of the herd look that fair?

  -S. Vasiliev

This character helps himself by stealing the grain collected by others.


